
 

Cincinnati Zoo says premature hippo calf
shows progress

January 26 2017

  
 

  

In this photo provided by the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden a zoo
employee using a bottle to provide fluids to a female Nile hippopotamus calf
born to 17-year-old mother Bibi and 35-year-old father Henry Tuesday, Jan. 24,
2017, six weeks before the anticipated March 2017 due date, at the zoo in
Cincinnati. Cincinnati Zoo staffers are providing critical care to the prematurely
born baby hippo which is the first Nile hippo born there in 75 years. (Michelle
Curley/Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden via AP)

The Cincinnati Zoo says a prematurely born baby hippo is showing some
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signs of progress.

Zoo spokeswoman Michelle Curley says the female calf born early
Tuesday is gaining some strength and had her first pool experience
Thursday morning. The pool time should help build muscles and balance
and maintain body temperature.

She says the baby is "hanging in there."

The calf born six weeks early is getting 24-hour attention that includes
tube feeding, vet checks and keeping her warm and moist.

The zoo says 17-year-old Bibi gave birth to the first Nile hippo born
there in 75 years. The calf was 29 pounds at birth, well below the normal
range of birth weight of 55 to 120 pounds and was unable to stand to
nurse.
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https://phys.org/tags/calf/
https://phys.org/tags/birth/


 

  

In this photo provided by the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden a zoo
employee uses a stethoscope while caring for a female Nile hippopotamus calf
born to 17-year-old mother Bibi and 35-year-old father Henry Tuesday, Jan. 24,
2017, six weeks before the anticipated March 2017 due date, at the zoo in
Cincinnati. Cincinnati Zoo staffers are providing critical care to the prematurely
born baby hippo which is the first Nile hippo born there in 75 years. (S. David
Jenike/Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden via AP)
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In this photo provided by the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden a zoo
employee swaddles a female Nile hippopotamus calf born to 17-year-old mother
Bibi and 35-year-old father Henry Tuesday, Jan. 24, 2017, six weeks before the
anticipated March 2017 due date, at the zoo in Cincinnati. Cincinnati Zoo
staffers are providing critical care to the prematurely born baby hippo which is
the first Nile hippo born there in 75 years. (Michelle Curley/Cincinnati Zoo &
Botanical Garden via AP)
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